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Description
This invention relates to a security seal, and more
particularly to a tamper evident security seal suitable for
tying the neck of a bag or the like.
Some examples of tamper evident security seals for
tying bags are known. They generally comprise a strap,
usually of plastics material, with a housing at one end.
The housing includes a non-return passage into which
the free end of the strap can be slidingly inserted, but
not slidingly withdrawn therefrom. The strap can thus
form a loop, which can be tightened around the neck of
a bag. Such security seals are used for tying the necks
of bags containing valuable items, in such a way that
any unauthorised interference with the neck of the bag
during transit of the bag is immediately evident. The
strap is thus tightened around the neck of the bag before
transit. After transit, the security seal is checked to make
sure there has been no interference, and it is then cut
or broken by authorised personnel.
In known examples of such security seals, the strap
is of plastics material and circular in cross section. The
passage in the housing is correspondingly circular, and
incorporates between its ends a metal spring grip comprising teeth, usually four equally spaced around the circle, which project obliquely into the passage. As the free
end of the strap is inserted into and passed through the
passage, these teeth are deflected in the direction of
insertion, so that the strap can be inserted in the passage to any desired extent, thus enabling the strap to
be tightened around the neck of the bag. However, if an
attempt is made to withdraw the strap from the passage,
the teeth dig in to the plastics material of the strap and
resist such withdrawal.
In another example, the strap comprises a succession of portions of varying diameter, the diameter of
each portion being least where closest to the free end
of the strap, and increasing gradually towards the end
of the portion, where there is a sudden decrease in diameter, forming a flat circumferential shoulder, before
the beginning of the next successive portion. During insertion of the strap into the passage, the teeth are deflected by the increasing diameter of each portion, but
on attempted withdrawal, the teeth will abut against the
flat shoulder portion and thus resist such withdrawal.
An illustration of the above type of seal is to be found
in GB-A-2 205 279.
A disadvantage of the above known seals is that
they are susceptible to unauthorised interference. By
gradually twisting and pulling on the strap, it is possible
to pull the strap in the direction of withdrawal past the
teeth. This unauthorised interference can be assisted
by inserting a pointed instrument into the passage and
deflecting the teeth out of engagement with the strap.
After such interference, the same strap can then be use
to reseal the bag, and there may only be very slight evidence of the unauthorised interference, which can easily be overlooked by an inspector.
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The present invention solves the problem of providing an improved security seal which does not suffer from
the above disadvantages.
According to the invention, there is provided a
tamper evident security seal suitable for tying the neck
of a bag or the like, comprising a strap having a free end
and a housing at its opposite end, the housing having a
passage therethrough into one end of which the free end
of the strap can be slidingly inserted and passed out
through the other end of the passage so that the strap
forms a loop, and teeth projecting obliquely into the passage between its ends so as to engage with the strap
inside the passage, the teeth being made of material
which is hard relative to the material of the strap, whereby the teeth permit sliding insertion of the strap into the
passage but resist sliding withdrawal therefrom, characterised in that the end surfaces of the teeth in engagement with the strap form cutting edges, so that attempted forced withdrawal of the strap from the passage will
cause the teeth to cut the strap.
Preferably the strap is made of plastics material and
the teeth are made of metal.
Preferably the strap is a flat strap, having a width
several times greater than its thickness. Preferably the
teeth form two pairs of opposed, chamfered cutting edges, each engaging with a flat side of the strap.
Reference is now made to the accompanying drawings, in which:
Figure 1 is a partial cross section showing the strap
engaged in the housing of a security seal, according
to an embodiment of the invention;
Figure 2 is a view corresponding to Figure 1, showing the result of an attempted forced withdrawal of
the strap from the housing; and
Figure 3 is a transverse cross section of the strap.
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Figure 4 is a view of a metal spring grip which forms
two pairs of opposed chamfered cutting edges; and
Figure 5 is a perspective view of the end of the strap
including the housing.

In the embodiment shown in the drawings, the strap
and housing are integrally moulded from a plastics material, such as polypropylene. The strap 1 is of flat ribbon-like cross section, which is readily bendable, and
so the cross sections of Figures 1 and 2 are longitudinal
relative to the strap, so that the narrow side edge of the
strap is visible. The housing 2 is integrally moulded at
one end of the strap and comprises side walls and a
central passage 3 shaped to accommodate the strap 1.
55 At the outlet of the passage 3 the housing defines an
internal flat surface 5 and a stepped further flat surface
6.
A metal spring grip 7 rests on the flat surface 5 and
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four chamfered teeth 8, which form part of the spring
grip, project so as to partly obscure the end of the passage 3. The end edges of the teeth 8 are shaped as
cutting edges. In the construction of the seal, a plastics
plug part 9, which is shaped to fit into the cavity defined
by the side walls and the flat surfaces 5 and 6 of the
housing, is inserted into that cavity so as to secure the
spring grip 7 against the flat surface 5. The plug part 9
is then ultrasonically welded to the surfaces 6 to complete construction of the seal. The plug part 9 has a passage 3' defined therein, which is of the same dimensions
and in register with the passage 3.
In use of the security seal, the free end 10 of the
strap 1, which may be of reduced thickness, is inserted
into the opening of the passage 3 and out through the
end of the passage 3'. The strap thus forms a loop which
may be pulled tight around the neck of the bag. To assist
in gripping the bag, one or more spikes 11 may be provided on the surface of the strap so as to project into the
bag. As the strap 1 is pulled through the passage 3, 3'
the teeth 8 of the metal spring grip 7 are deflected to the
side, so that they project obliquely into a central cavity
12 defined by internal surfaces of the housing and plug
part, and between the two portions 3 and 3' of the passage. The strap 1 can thus be pulled through the passage in the housing 2, in the direction of the arrow 13 to
any desirable extent, thus enabling the loop formed by
the strap to be tightened around the neck of the bag.
The thickness of the metal teeth 8 is suitably about
0.3 mm. The ends of the metal teeth 8 are chamfered
and rest against the flat sides of the strap 1, as shown
in Figure 1. If an attempt is made to withdraw the strap
1 from the housing 2 by pulling it in the reverse direction
to the arrow 13, then the metal teeth 8 dig into the flat
sides of the strap 1 and resist such withdrawal. If a greater effort is made at such withdrawal, by pulling as shown
by the arrow 14 in Figure 2, then the teeth 8 will actually
cut through the strap 1. As the strap was previously tightened around the neck of the bag, it will be impossible to
insert the shorter length of strap following such cutting,
through the passage in the housing. Furthermore, because of the longitudinal stress incurred by the strap
during tightening, an attempt to glue together the cut
ends of the strap would be unsuccessful.
Because the strap 1 is flat, it cannot be withdrawn
from the engagement in the housing by the sort of twisting action which has been possible with previous such
security seals. Furthermore, the flat nature of the strap
makes it more flexible so it can be secured around the
neck of the bag more tightly than a strap of circular cross
section.
The strap 1 preferably has longitudinal ribs 15, suitably two on each side, which make it difficult to insert a
blade or the like through the entrance of the passage 3,
in an unauthorised attempt to release the teeth 8. Such
interference is also made more difficult by the fact that
there are two teeth 8 on each side of the strap.
The end of the strap which accommodates the
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housing is preferably widened to form a web 16. Part of
this web provides a flat surface on which suitable security information can be provided, such as a serial number
or bar code. The web may also incorporate a tear line
5 which completely surrounds the housing. This thus provides for convenient quick release of the security seal
by authorised personnel. Partial tearing along the tear
line is shown in Figure 5. The web may also include an
aperture 17 through which the loose free end of the strap
10 may be inserted so it does not extend an excessive distance from the bag.
A transverse cross section of the strap is shown in
Figure 3, indicating its flat nature and the longitudinal
ribs 15.
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1. A tamper evident security seal suitable for tying the
neck of a bag or the like, comprising a strap (1 ) having a free end and a housing (2) at its opposite end,
the housing having a passage (3) therethrough into
one end of which the free end of the strap can be
slidingly inserted and passed out through the other
end of the passage so that the strap forms a loop,
and teeth (8) projecting obliquely into the passage
between its ends so as to engage with the strap inside the passage, the teeth being made of material
which is hard relative to the material of the strap,
whereby the teeth permit sliding insertion of the
strap into the passage but resist sliding withdrawal
therefrom, characterised in that the end surfaces of
the teeth (8) in engagement with the strap (1) form
cutting edges, so that attempted forced withdrawal
of the strap from the passage will cause the teeth
to cut the strap.
2.

A security seal according to Claim 1, in which the
strap (1) is made of plastics material and the teeth
(8) are made of metal.

3.

A security seal according to Claim 1 or 2, in which
the strap (1 ) is a flat strap, having a width several
times greater than its thickness.

4.

A security seal according to Claim 5, in which the
teeth (8) form at least one pair of opposed cutting
edges, each engaging with a flat side of the strap
(1).

5.

A security seal according to Claim 4, in which the
teeth form two pairs of opposed cutting edges.

6.

A security seal according to any of Claims 3 to 5, in
which the ends of the teeth are chamfered.
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Patentanspriiche
1.

SicherheitsverschluB mit MiBbrauchserkennung,
geeignet zum SchlieBen des Halsbereiches eines
Beutelsoderdgl., miteinem Riemen (1), dereinfrei- 5
es Ende und an seinem entgegengesetzten Ende
ein Gehause (2) aufweist, wobei durch das Gehause (2) hindurch ein DurchlaB (3) verlauft, in dessen
eines Ende das freie Ende des Riemens gleitend
eingefuhrt werden kann und dabei aus dem ande- 10
ren Ende des Durchlasses gleitend herausgefuhrt
werden kann, derart, dal3 der Riemen eine Schleife
bildet, und mit Zahnen (8), die zwischen den Enden
des Durchlasses schrag derart in den DurchlaB hineinragen, dal3 sie innerhalb des Durchlasses mit is
dem Riemen zusammengreifen, wobei die Zahne
2.
aus einem Material gefertigt sind, das im Vergleich
zu dem Material des Riemens relativ hart ist, wodurch die Zahne ein gleitendes Einfuhren des Riemens in den DurchlaB erlauben, jedoch ein gleiten- 20
3.
des Herausziehen aus dem DurchlaB verhindern,
dadurch gekenzeichnet,
dal3 die Endflachen der Zahne (8) bei Zusammengriff mit dem Riemen (1) Schneidkanten bilden, so
dal3 ein versuchtes gewaltsames Herausziehen 25 4.
des Riemens aus dem DurchlaB die Zahne dazu
veranlaBt, den Riemen zu zerschneiden.

2.

SicherheitsverschluB nach Anspruch 1, bei dem der
Riemen (1) aus einem Kunststoffmaterial gefertigt
ist und die Zahne (8) aus Metall gefertigt sind.

3.

SicherheitsverschluB nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, bei
6.
dem der Riemen (1) ein flacher Riemen ist, dessen
Breite urn ein Mehrfaches groBer ist als seine Dik- 35
ke.

4.

SicherheitsverschluB nach Anspruch 5, bei dem die
Zahne (8) mindestens ein Paar einander gegenuberliegender Schneidkanten bilden, von denen jedes mit einer flachen Seite des Riemens (1 ) zusammengreift.
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5.

SicherheitsverschluB nach Anspruch 4, bei dem die
Zahne zwei Paare einander gegenuberliegender
Schneidkanten bilden.
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6.

SicherheitsverschluB nach einem der Anspruche 3
bis 5, bei dem die Enden der Zahne geschragt sind.
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Revendications
1.

Scelle infalsifiable prevu pour attacher le col d'un
sac ou objet similaire, comprenant une sangle (1)
ayant une extremite libre et un logement (2) a son
extremite opposee, le logement etant traverse par
un passage (3) dans une extremite duquel I'extre-
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mite libre de la sangle peut etre inseree de facon
coulissante et ressortir a I'autre extremite du passage de telle sorte que la sangle forme une boucle,
et des dents (8) depassant obliquement dans le
passage entre ses extremites de maniere a s'engager avec la sangle a I'interieu r du passage, les dents
etant constitutes d'un materiau dur relativement au
materiau de la sangle, de sorte que les dents permettent I'insertion coulissante de la sangle dans le
passage mais resistent a son retrait coulissant dudit
passage, caracterise en ce que les surfaces d'extremite des dents (8) engagees avec la sangle (1)
torment des bords tranchants, de telle sorte que si
Ton tente de retirer de force la sangle du passage,
les dents couperont la sangle.
Scelle infalsifiable selon la Revendication 1, dans
lequel la sangle (1) est en matiere plastique et les
dents (8) sont en metal.
Scelle infalsifiable selon la Revendication 1 ou 2,
dans lequel la sangle (1 ) est une sangle plate ayant
une largeur egale a plusieurs fois son epaisseur.
Scelle infalsifiable selon la Revendication 5, dans
lequel les dents (8) torment au moins une paire de
bords tranchants opposes s'engageant chacun
avec un cote plat de la sangle (1).
Scelle infalsifiable selon la Revendication 4, dans
lequel les dents torment deux paires de bords tranchants opposes.
Scelle infalsifiable selon I'une quelconque des revendications 3 a 5, dans lequel les extremites des
dents sont chanfreinees.
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